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To cite just one example, after Ledbetter v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Inc., 550 U.S. 618 (2007), restricted the period in which employees could challenge and recover for discriminatory compensation decisions, Congress overturned the decision by enacting the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act, Pub. L. No. 111-2 (Jan. 29, 2009).


See David Marcus, The Public Interest Class Action, 104 Geo. L.J. 777, 784-85 (2016) (recent notable class action public-interest litigation has been brought by prisoners, immigrants, and same-sex couples).

Environmentalists frequently rely on citizen suit provisions to challenge governmental actions they believe are contrary to federal law. See generally Kelly Davis, Levy ing Attorney Fees Against Citizen Groups: Towards the Ends of Justice?, 39 Tex. Env. L. J. 39 (2008) (detailing environmental lawsuits brought and funded by nonprofit organizations).

In Kirkland v. New York State Dept. of Correctional Services, 524 F. Supp. 1214, 1219 (S.D.N.Y. 1981), discussed infra, the court particularly noted the importance of participation by competing individuals and groups representing different views of evolving constitutional doctrines. But see Coalition to Defend Affirmative Action v. Granholm, 501 F.3d 775, 782 (6th Cir. 2007) (refusing intervention under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 24 to “an organization has only a general ideological interest in the lawsuit—like seeing that the government zealously enforces some piece of legislation that the organization supports” where the lawsuit does not regulate the organization’s conduct); Texas v. United States, 805 F.3d 653, 657 (5th Cir. 2015) (“[A]n intervenor fails to show a sufficient interest when he seeks to intervene solely for ideological, economic, or precedential reasons; that would-be intervenor merely prefers one outcome to the other.”). Defendant-intervenors who lack sufficient interest to convey standing may nonetheless piggyback on the standing of an existing co-defendant so long as they do not exceed the scope of the existing case. McConnell v. FEC, 540 U.S. 93, 233 (2003). Not bound by Article III standing requirements, state courts can be more open to ideological intervention. See, e.g., Idaho Conservation League, Inc. v. State, 128 Idaho 155, 157 (1995) (permitting intervention by conservation groups “to assert the local public interest”); Rainbow River Conservation, Inc. v. Rainbow River Ranch, LLC, 189 So. 3d 312 (Fla. App. 2016) (environmental group allowed to intervene in lawsuit by property owners against a city, challenging the resulting settlement under the Bert J. Harris, Jr. Private Property Rights Protection Act); Planned Parenthood of the Great Northwest v. State of Alaska, 375 P.3d 1122, 1132 (Alaska 2016) (sponsors of state parental notification law allowed to intervene aligned with state to defend law from claims of abortion providers).

See Timberidge Enterprises, Inc. v. City of Santa Rosa, 86 Cal. App. 3d 873, 879 (1978) (intervening parties are regarded as plaintiffs or as defendants in the action depending upon the party for whose success they seek to advocate).

In very rare cases, intervenors align with a public entity plaintiff against a private defendant. See

10 See City of Santa Monica v. Stewart, 126 Cal. App. 4th 43, 88 (2005) (“[T]o the extent both the original plaintiff and the intervenor seek to recover fees for time spent that was superfluous to the results achieved by the litigation, or duplicative of one another’s efforts, those factors may properly be used to reduce, or perhaps deny altogether, a particular fee request.”).


13 The California School Boards Association represents elected officials who govern nearly 1000 public school districts and county offices of education.


16 The complaint is available at https://gautam-dutta.files.wordpress.com/2010/07/sb-6-complaint-7-28-102.pdf.

17 Californians to Defend the Open Primary (formerly known as Yes on 14-Californians for an Open Primary), California Independent Voter Project, and then-California Lieutenant Governor Abel Maldonado.


21 In response to a Public Records Act request, the city of San Jose revealed that it paid outside counsel, Wilson, Sonsini, Goodrich, and Rosati, the amount of $350,505.81. Letter from Margo Laskowska, Sr. Deputy City Attorney, to Anthony L. Francois, dated December 20, 2016, on file with author.

22 The intervenors included Affordable Housing Network of Santa Clara County, California Coalition for Rural Housing, Housing California, San Diego Housing Federation, Non-Profit Housing Association of Northern California, Southern California Association of Nonprofit Housing, and Janel Martinez, identified in the intervention
motion as a low-income resident of San Jose in need of affordable housing.

23 California Building Industry Ass’n v. City of San Jose, 61 Cal. 4th 435, 443 (2015).

24 California Building Industry Ass’n v. City of San Jose, 136 S. Ct. 928 (2016).


27 When a trial court grants leave to intervene, the intervenor becomes a party to the action with the same procedural rights and remedies as the original parties. Adoption of Lenn E., 182 Cal. App. 3d 210, 218-19 (1986). Cf. Cindy Vreeland, Public Interest Groups, Public Law Litigation, and Federal Rule 24(A), 57 U. Chi. L. Rev. 279, 299 (1990) (advocating generous intervention of public-interest groups and, although considering some costs to plaintiffs who lose control over the scope of the litigation when new parties are added, never once considering that such intervention might make a plaintiff liable for fees).

28 The deterrent effect of potential fee liability underlies rules encouraging settlement and acceptance of arbitration results. See, e.g., Fed. R. Civ. Proc. 68; Berryman v. Metcalf, 177 Wash. App. 644, 672 (2013) (a party who prevails in arbitration yet seeks a de novo trial must pay attorneys’ fees to the opposing party if the result of the trial does not exceed the result of the arbitration). Cf. Crown v. Kobrick Offshore Fund, Ltd., 85 Mass. App. Ct. 214, 233 (2014) (loser-pays “discourage[s] all but the most confident” parties). “Loser-pays” makes sense to deter frivolous lawsuits, because it is entirely within the plaintiff’s control whether or not to file. Walter Olson & David Bernstein, Loser-Pays: Where Next?, 55 Md. L. Rev. 1161, 1161 (1996) (the loser-pays rule “discourages speculative litigation—among the most persistent problems facing the American litigation system—and it limits the tactical leverage parties with weak cases can obtain by threatening to inflict the cost of litigation on their opponents”). Yet a plaintiff cannot reasonably calculate beforehand, that his or her non-frivolous lawsuit against a government agency might subsequently generate a risk of loser-pays fees due to the court, over the plaintiff’s objection, permitting intervenors to join the lawsuit alongside the government. Faced with that kind of potential liability, the plaintiff—particularly if it is an individual or minimally-funded association—may well see no choice but to dismiss a lawsuit that he or she believes has merit, but which pushes the envelope (as so many public-interest cases do). See Jonathan T. Molot, How U.S. Procedure Skews Tort Law Incentives, 73 Ind. L.J. 59, 80 (1997) (“In some instances, high litigation costs could lead plaintiffs to forego meritorious claims.”).

29 Woodland Hills Residents Association, Inc. v. City Council of Los Angeles, 23 Cal. 3d 917, 933 (1979) (Woodland Hills II). See also In re Conservatorship of Whitley, 50 Cal. 4th 1206, 1211 (2010) (“the purpose of section 1021.5 is not to compensate with attorney fees only those litigants who have altruistic or lofty motives, but rather all litigants and attorneys who step forward to engage in public interest litigation when there are insufficient financial incentives to justify the litigation in economic terms.”).

30 Id. at 931-32 (following federal precedent to apply Section 1021.5 to cases pending on its effective date (Jan. 1, 1978)). Cf. Shelby County, Ala. v. Lynch, 799 F.3d 1173, 1175 (D.C. Cir. 2015), cert. denied, 136 S. Ct. 981 (2016) (denying fees where the prevailing party’s victory “did not advance any of the goals Congress meant to promote [in the Voting Rights Act] by making fees available”).
32 For example, former California Attorney General Bill Lockyer publicly declared that he would not enforce Article I, Section 31, of the state constitution, which forbids discriminatory and preferential treatment in public contracting, education, and employment. Litigation to enforce that provision, which was adopted by initiative in 1996, fell to private individuals and groups. See M. David Stirling, “Lockyer Fails to Enforce Voters’ Will,” Los Angeles Times (Sept. 25, 2000), http://articles.latimes.com/2000/sep/25/local/me-26411; Adam Sparks, ”California’s War on Prop. 209/View from the right,” S.F. Gate (Dec. 2, 2002), http://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/California-s-War-on-Prop-209-View-from-the-2748914.php.

33 Woodland Hills II, 23 Cal. 3d at 933 (citations omitted).

34 In 1993, the Legislature amended Section 1021.5 to create a limited exception that permits a plaintiff public agency to recover fees from a defendant public agency. See People ex rel. Brown v. Tehama County Bd. of Supervisors, 149 Cal. App. 4th 422, 450 (2007).

35 Intervenors aligned with a plaintiff, who contribute to the success of public-interest litigation, are entitled to an award of fees under Section 1021.5 on the same terms as the original parties. City of Santa Monica v. Stewart, 126 Cal. App. 4th 43, 87 (2005).

36 Catello v. I.T.T. General Controls, 152 Cal. App. 3d 1009, 1013-14 (1984) (intervenors are vested “with all of the same procedural rights and remedies of the original parties”); League of Latin American Citizens Council, No. 4434 v. Clements, 923 F.2d 365, 369 (5th Cir. 1991) (en banc) (a defendant-intervenor’s “right to recover attorneys’ fees cannot rise above what it would have been had she originally been joined as...a defendant”).

37 See Donnell v. United States, 682 F.2d 240, 249 (D.C. Cir. 1982) (“By providing for attorneys’ fees to be awarded in actions brought to vindicate the civil rights laws, Congress did not intend to allow private litigants to ride the back of the Justice Department to an easy award of attorneys’ fees.”).

38 Both the California Legislature and the state courts frequently look to federal cases interpreting the fee-shifting provision of 42 U.S.C. § 1988 in determining how to apply the analogous Section 1021.5. Federal precedent in this area is considered persuasive authority in California courts. Crawford v. Board of Education, 200 Cal. App. 3d 1397, 1407 n. 7 (1988).

39 Public-interest litigation frequently serves as part of a larger strategy that involves seeking change from the political branches and educational outreach efforts to sway public opinion. See Deborah L. Rhode, Public Interest Law: The Movement at Midlife, 60 Stanford L. Rev. 2027, 2048-49 (2008) (describing survey results demonstrating coordinated strategies in various avenues for change).


41 See, e.g., CBIA v. City of San Jose, 61 Cal. 4th 435 (2015).

42 See Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of Motion for Leave to Intervene, California Building Industry Association v. City of San Jose, Santa Clara Superior Court case no. 110CV167289 (April 4, 2011) (on file with author).

43 See, e.g., Fonseca v. City of Gilroy, 148 Cal. App. 4th 1174 (2007) (plaintiffs represented by the Law Foundation of Silicon Valley unsuccessfully challenged the city’s general plan housing element); Latinos Unidos Del Valle De Napa y Solano v. County of Napa, 217 Cal. App. 4th 1160 (2013) (Public Interest Law Project represented housing advocacy groups in a largely unsuccessful challenge to zoning ordinances and county housing element, prevailing only as to the density bonus ordinance).

44 Graham, 34 Cal. 4th at 568. The same policy underlies 42 U.S.C. § 1988. Lefemine v. Wide-
man, 758 F.3d 551, 557 (4th Cir. 2014) (rejecting governmental good faith as justification for denying fees to a public-interest plaintiff because Section 1988 “is meant to compensate civil right attorneys who bring civil rights cases and win them”) (quoting Williams v. Hanover Hous. Auth., 113 F.3d 1294, 1302 (1st Cir. 1997)).


46 In re Adoption of Joshua S., 42 Cal. 4th 945, 956 (2008). The court noted that its decision was consistent with Connerly v. State Personnel Board, 37 Cal. 4th 1169, 1176-77 (2006), discussed infra, which held that the parties against whom attorney fees should be assessed should be those responsible for the policy or practice adjudged to be harmful to the public interest.” See also Kirkland v. New York State Dept. of Correctional Services, 524 F. Supp. 1214, 1218 (S.D.N.Y. 1981) (“Since the intervenors here were neither actors in the constitutional violation nor obstructionists in the vindication of plaintiffs’ rights, they are entitled to the same encouragement as any other party presenting good faith constitutional claims.”).

47 Id. at 958.


49 See Independent Federation of Flight Attendants v. Zipes, 491 U.S. 754, 761 (1989) (attorneys’ fees not available against intervenors who did not cause injury and did not engage in frivolous or abusive litigation). In that case, a class of female flight attendants sued Trans World Airlines (TWA), alleging that its policy of dismissing flight attendants who became pregnant constituted sex discrimination in violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The flight attendants entered into a settlement agreement with TWA. However, the labor union representing the flight attendants intervened in the lawsuit on behalf of incumbent flight attendants who would be adversely affected by the conferral of the seniority, challenging the settlement agreement on the grounds that (1) the Court lacked jurisdiction to award equitable relief to one of the subclasses of respondents, and (2) the terms of the settlement would violate the existing collective bargaining agreement. The Court rejected the union’s position, and TWA sought attorneys’ fees from the union. The Supreme Court held that district courts should award Title VII attorneys’ fees against defendant-intervenors who assert their own constitutional or statutory fights (“functional plaintiffs”) only where the intervenors’ action was frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation. Id. at 761.

50 Zipes, 491 U.S. at 761 (emphasis added); see also McNabb v. Riley, 29 F.3d 1303, 1307 (8th Cir. 1994) (noting “the basic premise of fee-shifting statutes” is “the crucial connection between liability for violation of federal law and liability for attorneys’ fees”); Lee v. Chambers Count. Bd. of Education, 859 F. Supp. 1470, 1472 (M.D. Ala. 1994) (“The court finds a common thread running through civil rights fee award cases regardless of the particular statute or type of case involved. That is, . . . there is necessarily a finding that the party required to pay the fee did something wrong to the prevailing party. In other words, the courts do not simply apply an ‘English Rule’ by automatically awarding attorneys’ fees to a prevailing party, but they consider a concept of fault which makes it just for the loser to pay the winner’s fees.”).


53 San Diego Municipal Employees Ass’n v. City of San Diego, 244 Cal. App. 4th 906, 913 (2016). See also Crawford v. Board of Education, 200 Cal. App. 3d at 1404 (noting that intervenors’ contributions to the litigation were largely duplicative of the parties and amici); Idaho Conservation League, Inc. v. State, 128 Idaho 155, 158 (1995).
(refusing to award private attorney general fees where intervening environmental groups offered no proof “that they represent the public interest, [or] that they bear the burden of sole responsibility for prosecuting in the name of the public”).


55 Most California attorneys’ fee cases rely on federal law. See Serrano v. Unruh, 32 Cal. 3d 621, 634, 639 n.29 (1982) (observing that California courts “follow the lead of federal courts because we find, on an independent examination of case law, that the federal rule has proved workable for enforcing the dictates of the private-attorney-general doctrine embodied in federal statutes comparable to section 1021.5” and that “[i]n framing the private-attorney-general theory in California, both this court and the legislature relied on federal precedent”); Westside Community for Independent Living, Inc. v. Obledo, 33 Cal. 3d 348, 352 (1983) (relying on federal authorities for interpretation of Section 1021.5).


57 Coalition to Defend Affirmative Action v. Regents of the University of Michigan, 719 F. Supp. 2d 795, 803 (E.D. Mich. 2010). The California Supreme Court approved of the Christiansburg standard with regard to awards of attorneys’ fees to prevailing defendants in cases brought under the Fair Employment and Housing Act (FEHA). Williams v. Chino Valley Ind. Fire Dist., 61 Cal. 4th 97, 104 (2015), citing Chavez v. City of Los Angeles, 47 Cal. 4th 970, 985 (2010). See also Rosenman v. Christensen, Miller, Fink, Jacobs, Glaser, Weil & Shapiro, 91 Cal. App. 4th 859, 874 (2001) (“Any other standard would have the disastrous effect of closing the courtroom door to plaintiffs who have meritorious claims but who dare not risk the financial ruin caused by an award of attorney fees if they ultimately do not succeed.”).

58 Commonwealth v. Flaherty, 40 F.3d 57, 61-62 (3d Cir. 1994) (the district court assigned the other 75 percent to be paid by the government defendant after the court realigned the parties; the appellate decision increased that to 100 percent).


60 The standing requirement ensures that defendant-intervenors are not simply “riding the plaintiffs’ coattails to the courthouse” but truly have the capability of being party plaintiffs in their own right. Thomas, supra note 59, at 1520. See also Matthew I. Hall, Standing of Intervenor-Defendants in Public Law Litigation, 80 Fordham L. Rev. 1539 (2012). Defendant-intervenors who lack the claimed injury necessary for standing complicate and increase the costs of litigation without consequence, as, in California at least, they are rarely called upon to contribute to plaintiffs’ fees if there is an aligned public agency to pay. See Connerly, 37 Cal. 4th at 1182.

61 In Ind. Fed. of Flight Attendants v. Zipes, the Supreme Court cautioned that proposed intervenor-defendants might manipulate their claims to assume the mantle of functional plaintiffs when their true objective is simply to impede the success of the plaintiff’s lawsuit. 491 U.S. at 792. See also Save Our Springs Alliance, Inc. v. Lazy Nine Mun. Utility Distr. Ex rel. Board of Directors, 198 S.W.3d 300, 318 (Tex. App. 2006) (noting that “a mirror-image counterclaim for declaratory relief will not support an award of attorney’s fees”).


63 Id. at 1215.

64 Id. at 1215-16.

65 Id. at 1217.

66 Id. at 1217-18. The same analysis and result prevailed in Paradise v. Prescott, 626 F. Supp. 117, 118 (M.D. Ala. 1985) (defendant-intervenors were “functionally plaintiffs” and, as plaintiffs, should not bear the opposing party’s attorney fees unless the claims presented by the defendant-in-
Intervenors were frivolous, unreasonable, or without foundation).

67 410 F.3d 404 (7th Cir. 2005).


69 Id. at 639 (State is a “necessary nominal defendant.”).

70 Id. at 662.

71 King, 410 F.3d at 421. See also Baker v. City of Detroit, 504 F. Supp. 841, 850 (E.D. Mich. 1980) (“In the case at bar, it happens that the intervenors were defendants. They just as easily could have been plaintiffs or intervening plaintiffs.”).

72 Id. at 421.

73 A reference to Christiansburg Garment and its progeny.

74 King, 410 F.3d at 423.

75 King, 410 F.3d at 419 (because “the [defendant-] intervenors’ position can be analogized to that of co-plaintiffs asserting their own rights,” they may recover fees from the defendant state); cf. League of United Latin American Citizens Council, No. 4434 (LULAC) v. Clements, 923 F.2d 365, 369 (5th Cir. 1991) (en banc) (defendant-intervenor sought fees from the defendant state, not the plaintiff, but the court nonetheless rejected her claim to entitlement); Alabama Power Co. v. Gorsuch, 672 F.2d 1 (D.C. Cir. 1982) (denying defendant-intervenor on the side of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) any assessment of their attorney fees against the EPA after the EPA and defendant-intervenor prevailed).

76 682 F.2d 240 (D.C. Cir. 1982).

77 Id. at 246.

78 Id. at 246-47. The court also relied on Wilder v. Bernstein, 965 F.2d 1196, 1205 (2d Cir.) (en banc), cert. denied sub nom. Administrator, New York City Dept. of Human Resources v. Abbott House, 506 U.S. 954 (1992) (noting that civil rights plaintiffs have “the priority claim” for fees and the policy reasons for shifting fees are “not so compelling” as to intervenors who, due to the unique procedural posture of a case, cannot be described as perfectly aligned either with the plaintiffs or the defendant, and the intervenors’ interests are adequately represented), Commonwealth v. Flaherty, 40 F.3d 57, supra note 58, and LULAC, 923 F.2d 365, mentioned supra note 75.

79 See White v. Lee, 227 F.3d 1214, 1227 (9th Cir. 2000) (courts should not penalize citizens for “doing what citizens should be encouraged to do, taking an active role in the decisions of government.” (citation omitted)).


81 Kelly Davis, Levyng Attorney Fees Against Citizen Groups: Toward the Ends of Justice?, 39 Tex. Env. L.J. 39, 63 (2008) (“Organizations that cannot afford to pay these fees will most likely try to fight them. Overall, one can expect the amount of litigation over attorney fees to increase with the increase in awards to industry defendants. Strengthening and enforcing existing procedural safeguards would better serve to improve the quality of cases brought and encourage agency enforcement—without bankrupting public interest plaintiffs.”).


85 Id. at 417.
86 Id. (emphasis added).
91 U.S. Const. Amend. V. (“nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation”).
92 133 S. Ct. 2586 (2013).
93 Id. at 2593-94.
95 Id. at 837.
97 Id. at 391.
99 Id. at 5-6.
100 See Coffey v. Cox, 234 F. Supp. 2d 884 (C.D. Ill. 2002) ("an award of Defendants’ attorneys’ fees imposed against Plaintiff may chill a future meritorious plaintiff from pursuing his civil rights action for fear of having to pay his opponent’s attorney’s fees should he ultimately be unsuccessful").
105 See Jarrow Formulas, Inc. v. LaMarche, 31 Cal. 4th 728, 734 (2003); Schroeder v. Irvine City Council, 97 Cal. App. 4th 174, 196 (2002) (“the statute is primarily designed to promote and encourage protected conduct—the right of defendants to
exercise their First Amendment rights without fear of unmeritorious SLAPP lawsuits.


108 Baral v. Schnitt, 1 Cal. 5th 376, 393 (2016).


110 See City of Montebello v. Vasquez, 1 Cal. 5th 409, 431 (2016) (Liu, J., concurring and dissenting) (“[A] fee-shifting statute that awards attorney fees to prevailing defendants carries the risk of chilling meritorious lawsuits.”).

111 37 Cal. 4th 1169 (2006).


113 See Choudhry v. Free, 17 Cal. 3d 660, 662, 669 (1976). The one exception to this rule is where amici increased the cost of litigation and do not object to paying fees. Nebraska v. Wyoming, 504 U.S. 982, 982 (1992) (four proposed intervenors/amicis, both private and public entities, did not object to paying $5,000 each to the Special Master). Justice Stevens dissented on the grounds that amici are nonparties and therefore cannot be liable for fees. Id. at 982-83.

114 Connerly, 37 Cal. 4th at 1177.

115 Id. at 1179, 1181.

116 Id. at 1183.

117 Connerly, 37 Cal. 4th at 1182.

118 Order Granting Motion for Leave to Intervene, California Building Industry Ass’n v. City of San Jose, case no. 110CV167289 (May 9, 2011) (on file with author). When fees can be awarded to defendant-intervenors, public-interest plaintiffs can be expected to fight future intervention motions at all costs. Since most defendant-intervenors are allowed to participate on a permissive basis, rather than of right, courts may be less inclined to grant intervention knowing it places the public-interest plaintiffs at a risk for attorneys’ fees that would not exist if the government remains the sole defendant. To the extent the courts value arguments by intervenors over those made by amici (e.g., because intervenors may submit multiple briefs during the course of litigation, rather than a single amicus brief, and participate in oral argument), the fee award resulting in fewer interventions will likely also result in fewer arguments available to assist the courts in their deliberations. See Richard M. Stephens, The Fees Stop Here: Statutory Purposes Limit Awards to Defendants, 36 DePaul L. Rev. 489, 511 (1987).


120 Cf. New Jersey v. EPA, 663 F.3d 1279, 1282 (D.C. Cir. 2011) (cautioning courts against “encouraging fee-seeking interventions”).

121 50 Cal. 4th 35 (2011).

122 Santa Clara, 50 Cal. 4th at 57.

123 Id. at 58. The court permitted the contingency fee arrangement so long as the public entities retained “authority to control all critical decisionmaking in the case.” Id. at 65. See also James
J. Park, *Rules, Principles, and the Competition to Enforce the Securities Laws*, 100 Cal. L. Rev. 115, 177 (2012) (comparing “entrepreneurial enforcers” to class action attorneys in that both are subject to criticism for advancing their own interests above the interests of clients or the public good).

124 The government passively defers to advocacy groups in other ways. For example, in *Sierra Club v. EPA*, 118 F.3d 1324, 1325 (9th Cir. 1997), the Sierra Club moved for leave to dispense with the federal rule requiring it to serve its notice of appeal on the 317 commenters on a proposed regulation and the government “did not oppose.” The Ninth Circuit held that, despite the plain language of Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 15(c), the Sierra Club need not effect service given the “informal” nature of the rulemaking and the number of parties involved. Id. at 1326.

125 Cf. *Hollywood v. Superior Court*, 43 Cal. 4th 721, 734 (2008) (noting that “[s]uccess in high-profile cases brings acclaim; it is endemic to such matters” and that high-profile cases may present incentives to handle the matter “contrary to the evenhanded dispensation of justice.”).

126 As noted *supra* note 40 and accompanying text, two of the defendant-intervenors in *CBIA* were developers of affordable housing, and therefore had a personal pecuniary interest in the outcome of the litigation as well as an ideological preference.

128 Id. at 421.
131 *Harris v. Maricopa Cnty. Super. Ct.*, 631 F.3d 963, 971 (9th Cir. 2011).
132 *Williams v. Chino Valley Ind. Fire Dist.*, 61 Cal. 4th 97, 115 (2015) (applying *Christiansburg* standard in California Fair Employment and Housing Act (FEHA) cases: “a prevailing plaintiff should ordinarily receive his or her costs and attorney fees unless special circumstances would render such an award unjust. A prevailing defendant, however, should not be awarded fees and costs unless the court finds the action was objectively without foundation when brought, or the plaintiff continued to litigate after it clearly became so.”). The FEHA statute differs from Section 1021.5 and 42 U.S.C. § 1988 in allowing the government to recover fees, at the court’s discretion. That distinction aside, the purpose and degree of discretion are analogous to the other fee-shifting statutes. Id. at 101, 109. See also *Chavez v. City of Los Angeles*, 47 Cal. 4th 970, 985 (2010) (*Christiansburg* standard adopted in FEHA cases).


134 This result could also be accomplished through legislative amendment of Section 1021.5 itself.

135 See *Sierra Club v. Cripple Creek and Victor Gold Mining Co.*, 509 F. Supp. 2d 943, 951 (D. Colo. 2006) (employing the *Christiansburg* standard and awarding fees to industry defendant against nonprofit plaintiff that brought a frivolous, unfounded lawsuit ostensibly to enforce the Clean Water Act); *Coon v. Willet Dairy, LP*, 2009 WL 890580, *2* (N.D.N.Y. 2009) (awarding fees to defendant where plaintiff’s Clean Water Act claims were flatly barred for at least three separate reasons); *Save Our Springs Alliance, Inc. v. Lazy Nine Mun. Utility Distr. Ex rel. Board of Directors*, 198 S.W.3d 300, 318-19 (Tex. App. 2006) (finding no abuse of discretion where trial court awarded fees for defense of frivolous lawsuit); *Prunty v. Vivendi*, 195 F. Supp. 3d 107, 111 (D.C. D.C. 2016) (defendants easily satisfied *Christiansburg* standard where plaintiff’s civil rights claims were “fanciful,” “fantastic,” and “factually frivolous”); *O’Boyle v. Thrasher*, 647 Fed. Appx. 994, 995-96 (11th Cir. 2016) (plaintiff making Fourth Amendment civil rights claim liable for fees to defendant government and officials where the allegations were not only insufficient to state a claim, but not “meritorious enough to receive careful attention and review”); *Martinez v. Walt Disney Parks and Resorts U.S., Inc.*, 629 Fed. Appx. 811, 813 (9th Cir. 2015)
(awarding defendant fees against plaintiff who asserted frivolous claims under the Americans with Disabilities Act).